The "Digital Divide'
is Not a Problem in
Need of Rectifying

ABSTRACT. An oft heard complaint is that there is
a digital divide: that some racial, ethnic and gender
groupings have more than their fair share of access
to computers than others. Commentators who articulate this perspective offer as solutions to this problem
the subsidization of such technology for those who
are supposedly underprivileged in it. The present
paper denies that there is any such problem in need
of rectification.
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1. The "digital divide" is not a problem
in need of rectifying
There has long been a subterranean political
economic philosophy which informs much
public policy debate, at least from the left side
of the aisle. This is the view that in the good
society, e.g., if the forces of capitalism, or evil,
or discrimination, or prejudice' could ever be
fully counteracted, then all groups of people
would be equally represented in all conceivable
walks of life: professions, callings, jobs, degrees,
admissions to college, rates of success, etc. That
is, the number of blacks, women, homosexuals,
handicapped people, Indians, etc., in medicine,
law, plumbing, carpentry, the professorate, on the
judicial bench, in Congress, etc., would be proDr. Walter Block (Ph.D. Columbia University, 1972) is
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portionate the their numbers in the overall
population.^ If Jews are 2% of the population,
Irish 5%, and blacks 12%, for example, then these
numbers would be perfectly reflected in all
human endeavors. If they are not, this is compelling evidence of injustice, or at least of something untoward. There is nothing more galling
to advocates of this thesis than the for them all
too prevalent fact that such proportionality is
virtually never attained.
That is to say, the sonum bonum for such
pundits is that males and females, whites and
blacks, members of different religions and
ethnic groups, rich and poor, able bodied and
handicapped, old and young, etc., all attain
proportional representation as doctors, lawyers,
mathematicians, chess champions, scholars,
inventors and other high prestige occupations.
When this does not occur, there is a great
wailing and gnashing of teeth, coupled with
complaints of unfairness, greed, exploitation and
systematic discrimination. For advocates of this
type of social order, this is what would naturally
occur but for the interference of malevolent
forces.
There has been no one who has done more
to refute these claims than Thomas Sowell. He
has shown in case after case'' that sub groups of
humanity have different tastes and predilections,
that without any chicanery or foul play, different
samples of the population have widely disparate
goals and ambitions and accomplishments.
Spearheading the latest foray into proportionality are the minions of computers and information processors. Trumpeting a so-called "digital
divide," one representative of this school of
thought characterizes it as a "problem'"* that
interest in computers is not evenly spread
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throughout society, and offers a myriad of "solutions"^ to this non existent problem,'' I shall treat
Friedman (2000) as a springboard to a critical
analysis, I shall show that this article, not atypical
of the genre, commits not only the fallacy of proportionality, but combines it as well with special
pleading, egocentrism and economic illiteracy.

2.

Special pleading

Take special pleading first. Ever since at least the
days of Adam Smith, it has been known that
people in business, the professions, the guilds,
etc, have an incentive to promote public policies
which enhance their own wealth, even at the
greater expense of the pubhc weal. Stated Smith:
People of the same trade seldom meet together,
even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public,
or in some contrivance to raise prices. It is impossible indeed to prevent such meetings, by any law
which either could be executed, or would be consistent with liberty and justice. But though the law
cannot hinder people of the same trade from sometimes assembling together, it ought to do nothing
to facilitate such assemblies; much less to render
them necessary,'
As applied to the business of computers,
Weber opines: "In our offices, schools and even
our homes, it often seems that computer people
are forever trying to drag the rest of us along
with them into the wired future,"*^
The screed under consideration is no exception to this rule. According to Friedman, not
only is it a "problem" that some people are less
involved with computers than others, and not
only does the "solution" to this problem consist
of encouraging everyone and his uncle to
become involved with this technology, but there
is an actual "duty on the part of the computerhaves toward the computer-have-nots"'^ to rectify
this sad situation. Further, to add insult to injury,
there is "a corresponding duty on the part of the
un-endow^ed to help themselves in this area,""' In
other words, a hermit, or a poet, or a Luddite is
no longer free to go about his business, unoppressed by digital technologies. Absolute

strangers have a duty to introduce him to the
wonder of high technology information systems,
whether they wish to do so or not, kicking and
screaming in protest if they resist (it is their duty,
and thus an obhgation is imposed upon them).
Nor does the target of all this busy body-ness
have a right to resist; he, too, has a correlative
duty to cooperate in what amounts to a sort of
mental rape,"
Can it be objected that the main function of
guilds was to prevent entry'^ to restrict competition from other skilled artisans?''' In contrast,
those seeking to impose dot.coms upon the rest
of us risk httle in this regard. The great technologically unwashed are hardly likely to serve as
rival suppliers, which might well if it occurred
diminish the earnings capacity of extant practitioners. Rather, they will merely be added to the
demand for their services, which will have the
opposite effect of raising their compensation and
prerequisites.
Yes, we must concede that the form of special
pleading in the present case does not follow that
of the medieval guilds. But it is still special
pleading: not, to be sure, to shift the supply curve
to the left, but instead to shift the demand curve
to the right. But either way, the well being of
those in the profession is enhanced, under what
can only be counted as misdirection.

3.

Proportionality

Next, consider proportionality, Friedman errs in
this matter as well. He defines the digital divide
as "the unevenness of access to the Internet or
perhaps to differences in groups in computer
ownership levels , , , it also refers to a disparity
in awareness and use of computers between two
or more societies as well as between groups
within a single society,"'"* But this is a paradigm
case of the proportionality fallacy. Of course
people will differ as to their interests, desires,
characteristics, capabilities, etc. But this occurs
with just about everything under the sun; it is
by no means limited to computers. As such there
is simply no need to explain, let alone correct,
so primordial a fact. Nevertheless, this author
explores several "causes" of this phenomenon.
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3.1. Economic disparity

The rich have a greater affinity for the Internet
than do the poor, it turns out, amazingly enough.
But so does this apply to yachts, grand pianos and
Mercedes automobiles.'^ Does this mean there
is a "divide" with regard to all such luxury
goods? That it is the duty of the wealthy to make
these products available to the impecunious, and
for the latter to accept them? This would appear
to be the logical imphcation of his analysis. Why
has no one ever brought up the "yacht divide"
replete with an analysis of why this is wrong, and
a plan for addressing this obviously unjust state
of affairs?
Friedman ventures that "another common
barrier to digital participation is a lack of self
confidence.""' This appears to be a rather dubious
proposition, given the availability of a very strong
competing hypothesis, one with far more general
explanatory power, in that it accounts for a
"divide" not only in computer technology, but
also in mathematics, physics, chemistry, engineering, chess, philosophy, economics, and
numerous other intellectual pursuits. I refer, of
course, to I.Q. It seems almost obvious that intelligence levels'^ would be highly correlated with
computer literacy, as it is with these other essentially mental activities. That such a hypothesis is
not even considered in this literature surely calls
into question its seriousness.

3.2. National disparity

Friedman's second source of disparity is national
origin. He bewails the fact that "there are more
Internet users in New York City than in the
entire continent of Africa."'** But there are more
bananas grown in Costa Rica than in all of the
U.S. There are more fish caught by Iceland than
in all of (the rest of) Europe. There is more
wiener schnitzel in Germany and Austria than
in the entire remainder of the world. There are
more chopsticks used in Japan than in the entire
continent of South America. There are more
kangaroos in Australia than in all of Asia. Why
are not the "divides" engendered by these facts
a "problem" crying out for a "solution?" Why
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should we as egalitarian proportionalists be concerned only with computer access? What about
access to bananas, fish, wiener schnitzel, chopsticks and kangaroos? Yes, money can of course
be earned in, on and through the Internet, but
fortunes can and have been amassed in some of
these other industries as well. In any case, in
economic equilibrium profits are equal in all
endeavors,''^ and dot.coms are certainly no exception to this rule.
There is at least one country, however, which
has taken the Friedman hypothesis to heart. This
is Canada. That nation's Prime Minister, Jean
Chretien, in his Throne Speech of January 2001,
announced the creation of a four-year plan'"
which is aimed at the goal of making Canada
"the most connected nation in the world."'' This
was followed up by a February 13, 2001 account
issued by the Conference Board of Canada which
bemoaned the fact that this country was suffering
an "Internet gap" with the U.S. According to a
spokesman for this institution, "We must keep
pace with the U.S. - our major trading partner
and biggest competitor. Otherwise we risk being
overtaken by countries like Sweden and
Finland."'" Well, presumably a computer race is
better than an arms race, but not every country
can be number one in this or any other competition. The point is, though, why do it, and if it
is good to do, why not do it with any other good
or service produced by the economy? Surely, we
could have competitions to see who has the most
(on a per capita basis) bananas, fish, wiener
schnitzel, chopsticks and kangaroos. When the
matter is put in these terms the race seems ludicrous. Yet it is no different for computers.

3.3. Regions in the U.S.

The next "divide" to catch the baleful glance of
our author is that between regions of the U.S. It
would appear that rural North Carolina is particularly under "privileged" when it comes to
computers, and that, therefore, steps should be
taken to alleviate this problem.
But there is nary a cattle ranch to be found
anywhere within the vast environs of Rhode
Island, no citrus grows in Maine, Utah boasts of
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only paltry rice crops if any at all, Idaho has no
gambling establishments, in no state other than
Nevada can legalized prostitution be found. New
York has hogged up a vastly disproportionate
share of the banking, jewelry and organized stock
exchange industries, you can't go two miles in
Massachusetts without passing an institution of
higher learning, Connecticut has no slaughterhouses, California's potato crop is picayune, and
North Dakota has no professional baseball,
football nor even basketball franchises, not a
single solitary one. Needless to say, "divides"
galore abound, in view of these unseemly facts,
which are but the tip of the iceberg. Where oh
where are the authors for whom these situations
are problems? Where are solutions to these egregious injustices to be found?
Why and in what way does the "digital
divide" across states differ from the "divides" as
pertain to cattle ranching, citrus, rice, gambling,
prostitution, banking, jewelry, stock exchanges,
education, slaughterhouses, potatoes, athletic
leagues, etc., such that the former is a problem
in need of rectification, and the latter is not? One
would be very hard put indeed to discern a
relevant difference between them.

3.4. Gender
Females, in the view of Friedman, get the short
end of the computer stick vis a vis males. He
cites Pfleeger in support of this thesis who
mentions: " . . . a precipitous decline in the
women's enrollment in computer science since
1984."-^ Why oh why this terrible tragedy? It has
to do with a poor "sense of self worth of all
females as . . . women have been relegated to
lesser roles in the arts, literature, the media,
scholarship, and now we can add technology.""''
This is compounded, in Friedm^an's view, by the
fact that "women who internalize this view of
themselves are not good candidates for the rigors
of contributing to technology, which requires a
high degree of self esteem." '
There is so much wrong with this analysis it
is difficult to know where to begin a refutation.
Let us begin with the fact that there is a wealth
of empirical evidence showing that women do

not at all "get the short end of the stick" in the
market in general; the glass ceiling is a myth, as
is the claim that there is a "pay gap" which mitigates against women. True, the average female
earns less than the average male, but this is due
almost entirely to the fact that marriage, with
its unequal sharing of household and child
rearing burdens,^'' reduces the earnings of the
wife and enhances those of the husband. And not
only do numerous empirical examinations"^ attest
• to this fact; as well, economic theory points in
the same direction: wages tend to equal marginal
productivity rates, and on the assumption that
males and females on average are equally productive it would be a non equilibrium situation
where the earnings of one were higher than that
of the other. For example, if average productivity
of men and women were $10 per hour, and the
former earned $10 while the latter earned $7
(wages consonant with the so called pay "gap")
then employers would seek to hire women, and
fire men, since they could only in this way
maximize profits. When the statistics are corrected for this phenomenon, that is, when the
pay of never married men and women is
compared, there is virtually no difference
between them.^**
Then there is the fact that women are already
"becoming a virtual force to be reckoned with,"^'^
without any additional, and artificial, government
programs to this end. As it happens, middle aged
women are the fastest growing segment of the
population now introducing themselves to the
wired world. ^^
Another grievous error committed by this perspective is the assumption that confidence, or
serenity or self-esteem is at all responsible for,
or even positively correlated with, success in
intellectual pursuits. If anything, almost the very
opposite is the case. For example, tests of the
self esteem^' levels, and the accomplishments in
mathematics of high school students have shown
time and time again that those who are the most
confident exhibit the least skills in this regard,
and those with the most self esteem acquit themselves the poorest.^^
Further, if it is a problem that fewer women
than men are to be found hunched over, peering
into a screen, then it is equally a difficulty what
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prevails in dozens of other arenas where the men
outnumber women. And what about this reverse
situation? How shall we address the iniquity that
females predominate in nursing, social work,
grade school teaching, prostitution, libraries,
stewardesses and manicurists? Is this fair? To ask
this question is to answer it, from the proportionality perspective, at least if its adherents were
logically consistent: it is an injustice crying out
to the heavens for redress. But where are
Friedman and his ilk when to comes to this
crucial task? Nowhere to be found.

3.5. Race
Friedman purports to be making a serious
attempt to discern the causes of the digital divide.
One of the hypotheses he mentions is race.
When this characteristic is designated as a
possible explanation for the disparity in attachment to computers between whites and blacks,
thanks to recent work in IQ differences between
the races," it is intellectually dishonest to totally
ignore this issue. Yet, ignore it he does, on the
curious ground that this makes "mean racists
respectable."'''* States Friedman: "The present
paper undertakes to steer clear of the mines in
this contentious minefield by concentrating on
geographic or class arenas where certain races
predominate; thus no pronouncements will be
made concerning innate abilities to do computing or the like."^''
But this simply will not do. If this is a real
cause of the "problem," and a "solution" is seriously desired, then how can a coherent account
totally ignore a causal antecedent?'"^' If it is really
true that members of certain races are for the
most part incapable of grasping the niceties of
computer operation,^^ then what becomes of the
much vaunted "duty" of possessors of this technique to inculcate it amongst the non possessors, and a reciprocal "duty"^^ of the latter to
suffer through this process? It is surely a basic
premise of moral philosophy that "ought implies
can." It is thus highly problematical to contend
that people ought to do things of which they
are incapable. Similarly, it is also dubious to
require of other people (e.g., the computer
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"haves") that they teach others things of which
the latter are incapable of learning. Surely it is
part of the burden of proof of those who contend
there is a digital divide which ought to be solved
to at least address this issue. Friedman not only
fails to acquit himself in this regard, but attempts
to make it into a positive virtue that he does not
do so.

3.6. Culture
Culture, too, can have a differential impact on
computer use. According to Twist,^'^ the culture
of some ethnic groups is less conducive to the
wired world than is that of others. However, this
would be the occasion for surprise, or for disappointment, only for those slavishly devoted to the
proportionality hypothesis.
Computer usage is hardly the only thing
which varies across different cultures. The same
may be said for bocci, blintzes, badminton,
borscht. Bach, barbeque and beer, just to limit
ourselves to things which begin with the second
letter of the alphabet. According to the "logic"
of the "divide" hypothesis, these divergences,
too, represent a challenge which ought to be met
with vigorous opposition. To put matters in this
way, however, only underscores even the more
the reductio ad absurdum elements of this ideological initiative.
Parenthetically, Friedman reports without
demur Saunders' claim that Russia has not taken
to the electronic world because its "population
was hostile to American values, particularly consumerism, which would have driven the expansion of the Internet and e-commerce - hence the
digital divide between Russia and the West.'"*"
Nothing could be further from the truth. The
Russians are completely open to American values
such as consumerism. This is evidenced by the
alacrity with which they purchase American
products such as jeans, McDonald's hamburgers,
and video discs. As well, their flocking to our
shores as immigrants further attests to these
values. What is lacking in the former U.S.S.R.
is not consumerism, but rather the values which
make this possible in the first place: free enterprise, private property rights, and laissez faire
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capitalism. These, it would appear, have been
bleached out of them by their tragic 70 year
experience v^ith Communism.'"

3.7. Language

Last but perhaps not least there is the matter of
linguistics. The English language, presumably, has
been "privileged" in the world inhabited by
nerds, since those who invented it,**' spoke and
wrote in this mode to the exclusion of all others.
How inconsiderate!
But Americans are far from being the only
violators of propriety in this regard. The bible
was originally written, horrors!, in Hebrew. This
disenfranchised all other language groups. Those
who wanted to avail themselves of the wisdom
contained therein were forced to hire translators,
surely an unfair burden. Similarly, most operas
are written in Italian (how gross and unfair!).
Singers and audiences have been forced to "get
used to" this, or become relegated to spending
their entertainment dollars in other directions.
How unconscionable. The Japanese and Koreans
have been inconsiderate enough to couch their
martial arts (Karate and Tae Kwan Do) in (wait
for it) Japanese and Korean, of all things. Surely
this is intolerable. People in other countries who
have wanted to take up these arts have been brutalized into learning these languages.
If the use of English on the world wide web
is a "problem" in need of a "solution," then the
same applies in these other cases as well.
Friedman himself, however, admits that "even
the attempt to render the Internet more international by allowing domain names consisting of
non-English characters presents a technical
problem affecting the stability of the Internet.""*^
But why allow this to stop us? Do not we have
a "duty" to bring the Internet to the great
unwashed? Why allow a risk to the very system
at issue to deflect us from this moral mission? A
duty is precisely that sort of thing which requires
that we take risks of this sort.
On a more serious note, there is no earthly
reason why English speakers should kow tow to
those who cannot understand this language. If
other people wish to benefit from our web, they

are free to learn our language, or hire translators. This is what is done for American movies
and songs, amongst the most popular in the
world. There is no compelling reason why the
"digital divide," subcategory language, should
justify any change in this practice.

4. Economic illiteracy
What are the "solutions" to this "problem"
offered by Friedman, and why and in what way
do these indicate a lack of economic sophistication on the part of this author? First, what are
the solutions? They are as follows:
• involve hitherto uninterested persons in
research ^vith computers
• provide a supportive environment
• show that computer activity need not be
boring
• show the fun of problem solving
• use games as an entree to the digital world,
especially for the very young
• establish a network of centers where the
members of the digitally disenfranchised can
work with other group members to
"research, design and prototype new technologies."'*''
These initiatives are problematic from an
economic perspective because they are incompatible with specialization and the division of
labor, two of the most basic foundations in all
of the dismal science.
The point is, if you specialize in computers,
and I in fishing, then we can mutually benefit
from trade with one another. Each of us, as
specialists, can take advantage of the economies
of scale in training. Practice might not make
perfect, but it certainly improves performance.
It is not for nothing that the concert pianist and
the heart surgeon rehearse, drill and exercise,
until their skills are finely honed. But only
specialization makes such practice possible. To
eschew this is to become "a jack of all trades, a
master of none." Lack of focus is hardly a recipe
for economic growth and development.'*'^ But the
cart must be put after the horse: if we take
Friedman's advice and abandon the division of
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labor, we will be poorer than otherwise we need
be, and will not have more but fewer electronic
communications webs.
I now consider, and reject, a series of objections which might be offered as against the thesis
herein being put forard.

5.

Objection 1: advice?

Can an objection be made in Friedman's behalf
that his "solutions" are only advice, and that as
such, they are part and parcel of the market? that
in effect, this counsel constitutes Friedman's own
specialization within the free enterprise system;
that the division of labor stretches so far' as to
include advice giving, and thus it would be
untoward, for the critic who favors capitalism, to
object to Friedman himself availing himself of
this system. The point is, if people voluntarily
decide to pass up the benefits of specialization
in favor of the psychic income values obtainable
from embarking upon several different vocations
or avocations (computer use included), there is
nothing in economics that can say them nay,
from the perspective of efficiency.'"' To put this
in another way, just as the economic actor and
only he can maximize satisfaction from determining, as a consumer, the allocation between
goods, or between saving and consumption, or,
as a member of the factor market between labor
and leisure, so, too, does this apply to the
location along the specialization-non specialization continuum. For most if not all people the
road to economic success lies strongly in the
direction of specialization. It is the rare world
class athlete, or physicist, or musician, or economist, or computer programmer who can afford
to dilute his efforts by taking on other, irrelevant, tasks.''^ It is the rare leading violinist who
can make do with fewer than eight hours a day
of practice — which leaves scant time or energy
for pecking away at a computer keyboard.
But suppose there were a very good musician
who got by on only four hours per day of
tickling the ivory or bowing away, and spent a
like amount of time on web surfing. He may
well not achieve the pinnacle in either of these
directions that he might otherwise have, had he
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focused on only one of them. On the other
hand, perhaps, he will do even better this way;
e.g., he could better avoid boredom or burnout.
However, even if we stipulate for the sake of
argument that going off in both of these directions at the same time will not achieve either
professional goal as fully as he could have attained
in either one of them through specialization,
still, if it is a voluntary choice, the economist
must perforce conclude that he gained more
than he lost - otherwise, at least in the ex
ante sense, he would not have made this
decision.""*
So which is it? Is Friedman merely giving
advice, in which case his statements are as
integral a part of the market as any other human
action, or is he egging on the state apparatus to
coerce people in the direction of computer
literacy, in which case he cannot resort to this
objection?
A moment's consideration will incline the disinterested observer in the latter direction. First,
as we have seen, Friedman sees overcoming the
so called digital divide as a duty, not as a good
deed, or a benevolent act; for him this duty is
incumbent not only on the computer haves but
also on the have nots. To say that I have a duty
or an obligation to do X, or to suffer that it be
done to me, is tantamount to claiming that force
may be utilized against me if I shirk or refrain.
E.g., if I have a duty to fight in Viet Nam, the
person who compels me to do so is not a
criminal. If I have an obligation to refrain from
murdering you, and I renege on it, then you may
properly use force (in self defense) to recall me
to my proper role.**'
On the other hand, there is such a thing as
moral obligation, not the legal obligation we have
so far been discussing. I have a moral obligation
to be nice to my spouse, children, parents, but
if I fail to live up to this, there is no one rash
enough to assert that the force of law may
properly be used against me. In his discussion of
duty and obligation, Friedman vouchsafes us no
answer as to which type he is advocating.
Happily, however, for the clarity of his exposition, he explicitly welcomed the following state
of affairs: "In February 2000, the administration
proposed $2 billion in tax incentives and $380
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million in funding over the next ten years for
programs aimed at alleviating access concerns.
Some of those programs will provide low-cost
telephone and Internet access to rural and
impoverished areas."^" This should be considered
definitive as to whether there is a moral or a legal
obligation in play in this regard. Taxes are compulsory levies. There is no denying that.'' As
such, it is clear that Friedman's claim is not part
of the market. Rather, it is a threat against the
person and property of all those who are forced,
ultimately at the point of a gun, to promote the
computer industry.

6. Objection 2: consumer, not producer
There is a second objection which might be
employed by a defender of Friedman against the
present critique. In this view, Friedman is not
really attacking specialization. He is not asking
that those who are presently computer illiterate
to become anything like experts in this field.''
Instead, Friedman is calling for pretty much
everyone in the world to become a reasonably
intelligent consumer of the products of this
industry. But given this more precise rendition of
his thesis, the charge of attempting to torpedo
the division of labor must be rejected.
This seemingly plausible defense of Friedman
will not withstand scrutiny. There are two difficulties with it. First, within the factor market,
this objection at best calls into question the
strength of the disparagement of economic
insights on the one hand, and the coerciveness of
it on the other. Yes, forcing people against their
will to be part time members of the computer
industry instead of full timers is less destructive
of the Adam Smithian notion, but it is still a
violation of it for all that.
Second, specialization and the division of labor
occur not only in production but in consumption as well. If people are forced to extend their
leisure time activities so as to include one more
task, e.g., going on line, this must of necessity
come at the cost of foregoing something in
which they were already engaged in, but which
they valued more. In this case, we have no
warrant whatsoever to conclude that this is a

change for the better ex ante. Very much the
reverse is the case: given that people were free
to engage in computer intensive acts before
Friedman's program could be implemented, but
chose not to do so, we can only conclude that a
forced march in this direction will lower their
utility. There is such a thing as subjective alternative costs''' after all, and by their very decisions
the non computer literate world had demonstrated or revealed that they enjoyed these options
available to them more highly than the world
wide web.
Alternatively, more time spent on computers
must mean less time allotted to other recreational
pursuits, without dropping any of them. Here we
have the paradigm case of less than the optimal
amount (as freely chosen by the economic actor)
of specialization in leisure activities. I used to
have three hobbies. Now, thanks to Friedman, I
have four; the other three plus computers. I am
now less specialized than before, and thus forced
into a less optimal position.

7. Objection 3: paternalism
Can it be objected that a few minutes spent on
computers each day would be better for those
forced to do so even though they explicitly reject
this course of action? Once we open this particular can of worms all of welfare economics disappears, in that this mode of analysis takes
people's decisions as a definitive given. Banish
that insight and we are at sea without a rudder.
Anything goes. I claim that all of you out
there would really be better off if you purchased
more of my published books, instead of spending
your money in your present incompetent ways.
On what basis could this ludicrous claim be
rejected, once we jettison uncoerced individual
choice? Once again we call upon Adam Smith
to provide us with words of wisdom on this
subject:
The statesman who should attempt to direct private
people in what manner they ought to employ their
capitals, would not only load himself with a most
unnecessary attention, but assume an authority
which could safely be trusted, not only to no single
person, but to no council or senate whatever, and
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which would nowhere be so dangerous as in the
hands of a many who had folly and presumption
enough to fancy himself fit to exercise it.'^

8. Objection 4: indirect coercion
Here is one last possible objection which might
be used by Friedman against the criticism herein
leveled against him. He does not at all advocate
that anyone be dragged off, kicking and
screaming if need be, to a computer console, and
then forced to interact with it in a proper
manner. Rather, he is counseling that more of
people's hard earned money be taken away from
them against their will, and then that these funds
be used, in effect, to bribe them into taking a
more computer literate path than they otherwise
would have pursued. So, no, no one would be
compelled to play with a computer, in this
Friedmanite world.
But indirectly, they would be. If I draft you
into the army to fight in Viet Nam, I compel
you directly. But suppose I do not. Instead, I
enact a new tax, the proceeds of which are to
go toward hiring a voluntary military. You still
do not agree to join my army. So I keep raising
this tax higher and higher, to truly punitive levels
if need be, and I keep offering you a higher and
higher salary to fight - until you finally give in
and enlist. I may not have compelled you directly,
but I still did force you to do something against
your will. As much could be said for the robber
who holds a gun to your head and shouts: "Your
money or your life." He never directly robs you.
He does not put his hand in your pocket. Instead,
you reach into your pants for your wallet, and you
give the money in it to him. This is indirect,
not direct, compulsion. But it is every bit as
compulsory.
Take another case. On many college campuses,
certain student organizations, usually those
oriented toward socialism, or left wing environmentalism, or black, feminist or gay "studies,"
dominate expenditures for outside speakers.
Those on the other side, Christian, libertarian
and conservative clubs, are all but frozen out.
Is it possible to assert that the former have
violated the free speech rights of the latter? This
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is certainly not true, at least directly. Right wing
student clubs are typically'"' free to engage in
speech on their own account. But it is true, indirectly, in that the compulsory student fees"^ are
used by one group of students to help articulate
views which are anathema to another.
Support for this contention is garnered from
a recent law case in this regard. Reports Young:
A federal judge on Friday struck down the
University of Wisconsin's newly revised system for
distributing mandatory student fees to campus
groups, arguing that the system is still unconstitutional. The university had modified the system in
response to earlier court rulings that it violated the
First Amendment by potentially denying funds to
some groups based on their viewpoints.
Judge John C. Shabaz of U.S. District Court had
ordered the university late last year to change the
mandatory-fee system, which he said gave student
governments "unbridled discretion in the allocation of segregated university fees." He added that
such discretion made it possible for student groups
to be denied funds based on their viewpoints, violating their First Amendment rights to free speech.
Over the past few months, the university had
made extensive changes to try to comply with the
court order. It created an appeals process for
student groups that believed that they had been
unfairly denied support, it and added a requirement that students leaders take an oath to be viewpoint-neutral.
But Judge Shabaz ruled that the changes were
not enough to remove possible bias by studentgovernment leaders who distribute the funds.
"Despite defendant's efforts, the measures
undertaken fail to address the central constitutional
defect in the segregated fee program," he wrote.
"The level of the student government's discretion
is unchanged. . . . Determining funding eligibility
remains a discretionary

9. Conclusion
It is time to conclude. The Friedman paper is
an exercise in ego-centrism. Its forces are very
powerful. Many is the businessman who has said,
"I favor the free enterprise system. But you have
to understand that in my industry we have special
problems which require a subsidy, or governmental protection." Or, "My industry makes
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contributions to society that very few people
appreciate. Were they but aware of these benefits,
they would undoubtedly avail themselves of
them. Therefore, we need a special tax or a
program to acquaint the masses with these gains
to them. We are doing this out of charitable
motives."
An actual case in point illustrating these sentiments was the butter manufacturer's opposition
to the colonization of margarine, which would
make this latter product more salable.'''^ Some,
perhaps even many of the farmers and dairyists
actually believed they were acting in the public
interest.''"
But the free society simply cannot tolerate one
group of people using force to compel others to
do its bidding. For whatever purpose. No matter

what the motives of the former. Conceded, it is
extremely tempting to force people to learn to
surf the web, "for their own good." It cannot be
denied that computers have many and large scale
benefits. We must be even the more vigilant,
then, to see through the economic and moral
fallacies that underlay programs to shove
computer literacy down the throats of innocent
people. We must reject the conclusion that there
is any meaningful "digital divide"; that even
could this somehow be proven, that it would
constitute a "problem"; and even if, somehow,
it was considered such, that the "solution" would
not involve the initiation of violence against
those who were innocent of such uninvited
border crossings. Let us leave people alone to
decide upon their own Internet participation.

Appendix 1
TABLE A.I.
Racial and ethnic composition of professional athletic employment (in %)'''

Total population

White

Black

Hispanic

Other

73

12

11

4

0
0
0
2

0
0
.0
3

1

0
0
0
2

NBA

Players
General managers
Goaches
Staff

20
72
67
77

79
28
33
17

NFL

Players
General managers
Goaches
Staff

31
83
75
80

66
17
24
15
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0
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